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Introduction 

There are many types of similes, among which, compound simile has a 

special place. Producing a new compound simile requires particular 

creativity because the poet must have a deep and wide view so that 

instead of seeing one thing and making it similar to something else, he 

sees a comprehensive image made up of at least two components and 

compares it to a similar image. Compound simile has been used in the 

poetry of past and contemporary poets and of course, it has taken a new 

form in contemporary poetry. Shamlu is one of the greatest 

contemporary poets alongside Nimayushij‚ Akhawan Sales‚ Forough 

Farrokhzad and Sohrab Sepehri. He is one of the most innovative 

contemporary poets with his style which by avoiding meter reached the 

peak of writing prose or blank verse writing and became the unrivaled 

face of this field. Shamlu’s innovations are not limited to the form of 

poetry‚ he also used imagery skillfully‚ as his complex similes show his 

skills in rhetoric‚ which will be discussed in this article. 

Method‚ Background and purpose  

This library research‚ conducted with a descriptive-analytical method‚ 

first examined the compound similes in Shamlu’s poems to find out his 

artistic techniques in the structure of the compound simile‚ the role of 
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figures of speech alongside the compound simile‚ and the purposes of 

the compound simile.  

 

Discussion 

The following properties can be seen in compound similes of Shamlu: 

 Man is the axis of the compound similes. It is very important that the 

simile is about what or who? And it is important that this thing or this 

person is compared to what? A study of compound similes of Shamlu 

showed that “man” is the axis of the tenor (Moshabbah: something 

compared to something else) or the vehicle (Moshabbahonbeh: 

something was compared with) or both‚ therefore most of the similies 

of Shamlu revolve around people. 

Movement and dynamism in Shamlu’s compound similes are also 

considerable as verbs implying movement are frequently seen. 

  

Structure of compound simile 

There are compound similes in Shamlu’s poetry consisting of several 

tenors or vehicles and it is very impressive that of course mention of 

two or three vehicles can be seen in the works of others‚ but Shamlu 

sometimes gives more vehicles which look very impressive; for 

example, in the following poem five vehicles are mentioned: 

I’m talking to you latecomer/ like a cloud with a storm/ like the grass 

and desert/ like the rain talking to the sea/ like the bird speaking to the 

spring/ like the tree that talks to the forest (shamlu‚2012:215) 

In the above similes with the same syntactic structure (like + noun + 

that + with + noun) ‚ the repetition of words and the similarity of 

sentence structure‚ added to the music of the poem and this parallelism 
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has been considered as one of the properties of the poem (Akhawan 

Sales‚ quotes Jalali Pandari‚ 2019:150)  

Hence the multiplicity of vehicles in compound similes of Shamlu has 

both a musical‚ and a meaningful reason and the poet has contributed 

to the clarity of the poem's meaning by the mention of two or more 

similes. 

 

Vehicle Preposing 

Usually, Moshabbah is placed at the beginning and Moshabbahonbeh 

is placed after‚ and it is common in poetry for rhythm and rhyme to be 

limited but in Shamlu’s compound similes, preposing Moshabbahonbeh 

is considerable. The following compound simile is one such example: 

The mountain begins with the first stones/ and man with the first pain 

(Shamlu‚ 2011: 496)  

Adding adverbs to compound similes 

Another feature of the structure of Shamlu’s compound similies is the 

description of similes with additions that enrich the poetry and complete 

its meaning. The reason for using this property is the novelty and 

complexity of similes, which obliged the poet to use a demonstration.  

Strengthening compound simile with irony and sensation 

One of the characteristics of the compound simile of Shamlus is to use 

similes as artistically and prominently as possible. Hence, some of his 

compound similes are used with rhetorical terms such as irony and 

sensation to add to the richness of the simile. 
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The Objectives of compound Similes in Shamlu’s Poetry 

Several purposes are listed for similes including “expressing the 

possibility” ‚ “the current state” ‚ “the extent of a simile” ‚ “introducing 

the surprising status of a simile” ‚ “admiring it”‚ and ” making the tenor 

look ugly”(Alavi Moghaddam and Ashrafzadeh‚ 2018: 111-114). In 

Shamlu’s poetry, the most purpose of similes are “make the tenor look 

ugly” and “to justify its possibility” ‚ because of his various social and 

critical themes. 

The final point is that Shamlu has used compound similes in all his 

volumes of poetry. 

 

Conclusion 

Compared to contemporary poets such as Nimayoshij and Forough 

Farrokhzad‚ Shamlu used more compound similes. Considering the 

man as one of the intellectual axes of the Shamlu’s poem‚ man is 

present in most of the compound similes of Shamlu and can be seen on 

both Moshabbah and Moshabbahonbeh. Compound similes have some 

certain movement and dynamism‚ and one of their signs is that verbs 

implying movement can be seen in them. 

The structure of the compound similes in Shamlu’s poem is remarkable: 

there are similes that have multiple tenors (Moshabbah) or vehicles 

(Moshabbahonbeh) and their syntactic structures affect the tone and 

music of the poem. The repetition in this structure contributes to the 

music of the poem and reveals the meaning of a poem. A vehicle 

(Moshabbahonbeh) is usually placed at the end of the simile. In the 

compound simile of Shamlu, it is at the beginning of the simile and this 

feature has given the poem a prominent importance. The designation of 
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compound similes with an adverb, complement, adjective, or genetive 

clarifies the meaning of a poem. Also, some of the similes show irony 

and sensation. 

The study of the purposes of compound similes in Shamlu’s poems 

showed that there is diversity in this field. Most poets use similes to 

express tenor (Moshabbah) but the social and critical themes are 

common and are widely used in Shamlu’s poetry‚ “making the tenor 

look ugly” and “arguing to express the possibility of the tenor” are most 

purposes of similes. 

  

Keywords: simile‚ compound simile‚ purposes of simile‚ plurality of 

tenor‚ plurality of vehicle‚ Shamlu. 
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